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Fessy Con Proposal
Title of your Proposal:

Project Paragraph: (Your paragraph details who you are, which book or series you are using, and a
detailed description of the project you are submitting. )

I am Patrick Shorsleeve, and the book I would like to present if I get admitted to FessyCon is The

Lost Hero. I am going to be making a diorama of the final battle scene. This will show Jason

fighting Porphyrion, Leo fighting Khione, and Piper fighting the earthborn while opening the

cage. The landscape of the diorama will be a meadow with obsidian spires around a reflecting

pool and an obsidian cage imprisoning Juno/Hera with a scale of 1 inch on the project being 2

feet in real life.

Plan Paragraph: (How will you make it? What materials will you need? What CCI tools will you need?
What is your timeline of the project? How will you manage your time? )

The way I would make the project would be the diorama on a cardboard landscape covered with

snowy grass. There would also be 3D printed characters and a 3D printed further scaled-down

model of Festus the bronze dragon from the beginning of The Lost Hero at a scale of 1 inch

being 6 feet in real life. This is going to make it 10 inches long because the dragon was 60 feet in

real life and with the old scaling it would be 5 feet long. This would probably take around 600

meters of filament and hundreds of dollars which is too expensive for only a part of the project.

The resources I would need are cardboard, 3D filament, and hot glue.

Why should your project proposal be approved: (Why should the Fessy Con Selection Committee
select you? What makes your project special?)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TbelkEdC21VYpAUBsLLgzfk9zS-anTPwtZmPcpyRwXk/edit


I think my proposal should be accepted because my chosen book and the project that follows it

has a lot of action, and drama. Some things that fit this are when Jason first finds out that he has

a golden sword hidden in his pocket when he pulls it out and kills the storm spirit. Another thing

that fits this is when Jason summons Jupiter / Zues’ power and incinerates the giant Enceladus.

My project is also unique because I am going to 3d print and spray paint a 10-inch-long dragon

as an honorary mention because it helped them in the journey and died to bring them to their

destination.

-Thank you for your time, Patrick


